ORION, the latest long lifespan beam light from ACME
ORION, ACME XP-260 BEAM, is the latest model in long lifespan series,
which is designed to fulfill different application and demand.
The Orion can generate a 2 degree beam angle and project 950,000 lux at 5
meter. It has a narrow, ultra sharp beam which throws a long distance and
enhance the effect on stage.
It houses an excellent projection static gobo wheel with 16 gobos plus open &
equipped with a color wheel with 14 colors plus open, the macro function
creates outstanding rainbow effect; With motorized focus, 0-100% smooth
dimming and various speed strobe effect; Fast and accurate Pan/Tilt
movement, working angle at 540 and 270 degree; Plus an independent
controlled frost filter, with 8 and 24 facet prisms which can rotate in both
direction, able to create overlap effect and make a wider spread on stage.
However the most amazing feature is that the Orion has equipped with Philips
MSD Platinum 12R Long life lamp, which reaches 6000 hours lamp life, it carry
over the advanced intelligent features of the Chiron —— Intelligent sleep
mode and instantaneous wake-up function.
That means, when the light shutter is closed, the fixture goes into hibernation
mode and the lamp work at low power. As a fixture is selected and activated,
the lamp remains working at full power mode.
By the power-saving design, the lamp on the Orion has a lifespan 4 times than
traditional lamp, the cost of lamp replacement will be reduced dramatically.
Although they are all long-life beam lamps, the market positioning of the Orion
is different from the Chiron.
The Orion has an even more compact body - size 350x253x565mm - low
weight 18 kg, the color temperature at 8000 kelvin, with an extra bright output
and is able to emit a super-concentrated solid beam with only 2 degrees beam
angle.
The modularized combination design and flexible fast-lock clamps are
convenient for easy assembly and disassembly, makes the Orion as the ideal
beam moving head in small events, such as nightclub, TV, theatre, installed
lighting markets & rental applications. It is also as the perfect replacement of
ACME WHACK !
Outstanding performances, high cost effective, the Orion is born for glory!
https://en.acme.com.cn/Info/productdetail/cat_id/16/id/3862

